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Preliminary Model for Scaling of Fourier Spectra of Strong
Ground Motion Recorded on Kamchatka

A. G. PETUKHIN,1 A. A. GUSEV,1,2 E. M. GUSEVA,1 E. I. GORDEEV1 and
V. N. CHEBROV1

Abstract—To determine the average relationship among the Fourier spectrum of horizontal
acceleration FSA(f ), moment magnitude MW and hypocentral distance R for Kamchatka earthquakes,
we analyzed 44 analog strong-motion records recorded here in 1969–1993. The records of acceleration
and velocity meters were obtained at 11 rock to medium-ground sites from 36 earthquakes with
MW=4.5–7.8, at distances R=30–250 km and depths 0–80 km. Amplitude spectra FSA(f ) were
calculated from digitized, baseline corrected records of 81 horizontal components, and then divided by
instrumental transfer function. After smoothing the values were picked at a set of fixed frequencies. With
the scarce amount of data at hand it was impossible to determine reliably the entire FSA(MW, R �f )
average trend surface. Hence we first performed distance equalization with distance corrections calcu-
lated on a theoretical basis, and thus reduced the observed data to the reference distance of R0=100 km.
The model of distance attenuation applied included point source decay terms (1/R plus attenuation
specified by Q(f )=250 f 0.8) and finite source correction (using the formula for a disc-shaped incoherent
source, its size depending on MW); its general applicability was later checked by analysis of residuals.
After reduction we determined the FSA(MW, R0�f ) vs. MW trends. To do this we employed a multiple
regression procedure with ground type and station dummy variables. The MW dependence was assumed
to consist of two linear branches intersecting at MW=6.5. The result of multiple regression represents
the first systematic description of spectral properties of destructive ground motion for Kamchatka
earthquakes. The empirical FSA vs. MW trend flattens as frequency increases. This flattening persists
even between 3 and 16 Hz, suggesting the decrease of source-related fmax with increasing magnitude.

Introduction

Since 1962 a small network of analog strong-motion instruments operated in
Kamchatka. A few of the most interesting of the recorded strong-motion records
and spectra have been published (see GUSEV et al., 1997a for references). Recently,
GUSEV et al. (1997a) analyzed, for the first time, the bulk of the data obtained
during these observations and determined the first version of the Amax(MW, R)
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relationship for Kamchatka. Below we continue the analysis of strong-motion
parameters for Kamchatka and determine the average regional relationship among
amplitude Fourier spectrum of acceleration FSA, moment magnitude MW and
hypocentral distance R for a shallow earthquake.

Fourier spectrum FSA is used in engineering seismology, mainly for stochastic
modelling of strong-motion parameters (BOORE, 1983; GUSEV, 1983; VANMARKE,
1986). When combined with an envelope function it can be immediately used for
simulation of accelerograms (BOORE, 1983). Fourier spectrum can also be used for
reconstruction of earthquake source spectrum (moment rate spectrum) in its
high-frequency part. One of the first studies of FSA(M, R) interrelationships from
strong motions has been carried out by TRIFUNAC (1976) for western U.S.A.,
applying multiple regression analysis of observed data. KAMIYAMA and MAT-

SUKAWA (1990) have done analogous work based on Fourier spectra of 228
strong-motion records in Japan. In addition to magnitude and distance their
regression model included station variables, and they calculated the spectral station
corrections for 10 stations with most abundant data. For eastern North America
the FSA(M, R) relationship and then average source spectra were determined by
ATKINSON and MEREU (1992) and ATKINSON (1993). GUSEV (1990) made a crude
estimate of Fourier spectrum of strong motion for Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky for
an expected future earthquake by means of analysis of Fourier spectra of several
earthquakes with M=7–8 in Kamchatka and Japan. This work requires continua-
tion and refinement.

The initial data that we use here are the same set of digitized and processed
records as in (GUSEV et al., 1997a). The records have been accumulated by the
efforts of several seismological organizations, namely by the Institute of Physics of
the Earth (IPE) of the Academy of Science of the USSR (AS USSR), under V. V.
Shteinberg, by the Pacific Seismic Expedition of IPE under S. A. Fedotov, by the
seismic station ‘Petropavlovsk’ of IPE under L. G. Sinelnikova, by the Institute of
Volcanology of the Far Eastern Branch of the AS USSR under V. D. Theofilaktov
and by Kamchatka Experimental and Methodological Seismological Department
under E. I. Gordeev and V. P. Mityakin.

Data and their Primary Processing

Strong-motion station network on Kamchatka is depicted on Figure 1. The two
main types of analog instruments used are SSRZ-M accelerometers with electro-
magnetic damping and ISO-IIM galvanometric velocity meters. Detailed informa-
tion regarding parameters of instruments used can be found in GUSEV et al. (1998,
Table 2). Ground conditions at the stations are given in Table 1.

In the following we analyze only good-quality records obtained at either
free-field stations or by instruments installed on the ground floor or in the basement
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of one or two-storey buildings. Some records have been considered unreliable
during data processing and were rejected after thorough analysis. The probable
sources of assumed errors are: (1) erroneous association of the record to an event
in the catalog and (2) large error of hypocentral coordinates leading to significant
errors of the value of the hypocentral distance.

The data processing procedure applied to the records consisted of the following
steps.

1. Digitization of optical records by a hand-operated optical-mechanical digi-
tizer (F004 system, typically, about 80 counts per second) or, for the recent data,
using a 300-dpi optical scanner and semi-automatic digitization code, interactively

Figure 1
Strong-motion instrument network on Kamchatka. Triangles: instruments. Dots: epicenters of earth-

quakes given in Table 2.
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Table 1

Instrument location and ground conditions

Code Lat. Long. Ground type GroundStation name
category

55.2Being 166.0 sandstone rockBKI
163.4 gravel+sand (paleolandslide medium56.2Cape Africa AFR

56.3Krutoberegovo 162.7 gravel+loam mediumKBG
56.3Klyuchi 160.9 lava flow covered by sand+clay mediumKLY

162.1 metamorphic schist rock54.7Cape Kronotskiy KRC
54.6Kronoki 161.2 gravel+loam mediumKRI

160.0 lava flow rockZhupanovo GPN 54.1
160.0 metamorphic schist rock53.1Shipunskiy SPN

52.9Lighthouse 158.7 rockMPT
Petropavlovskiy

158.2 alluvium+gravel medium53.0PRTParatunka
158.4 metamorphic schist covered byBerezovaya rockBER 52.3

gravel+sand
158.3 tuff brecciaKRL rock52.1Cape Kruglyi

KDT 51.8 158.1 lava flow rockKhodutka

Stations in Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky
158.6 gabbroPetropavlovsk rockPET 53.0

53.1Aerological st. 158.6 pyroclastic deposits (paleolandslide) mediumAER
158.6 gabbro rock53.0MSNMt. Mishennaya
158.6 green schist rockNikolskaya NKS 53.0

controlled at a computer display. In the most difficult cases, manual, pixel by pixel
procedure of digitization was used.

2. Baseline correction. For most records we confined ourselves by subtraction
of a straight line, fitted by the least-squares method, from the digitized data. For
some records digitized with the scanner we subtracted the baseline of the accelerom-
eter, recorded on the same film. This operation considerably reduces the low-fre-
quency noise in spectra.

3. Cutting out segments with maximum amplitudes (S-wave groups). Normally
we have cut out the segment between S-arrival and the moment when the amplitude
was equal to one half of the maximum value. This procedure has a minor effect on
the level of the spectrum (as compared to processing the complete record) however
it considerably improves the signal-to-noise ratio at the high-frequency part of a
spectrum. A cosine taper with 10% duration was used at both ends of the cut
segment.

4. Fourier spectrum calculation with FFT algorithm.
5. Instrument response correction in frequency domain, producing the ground

acceleration spectrum. To calculate the instrument transfer function we used
parameters of the instruments measured during regular calibration. Normally
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calibration was performed each 2–3 years. The values of the damping constant for
a few accelerometers with oil damping were set according to the manufacturer’s
specification.

6. Selecting the frequency band with an acceptable signal-to-noise-ratio. Typi-
cally spectra were reliable between 0.3 and 20 Hz.

7. Smoothing and spectral level calculation. We employed the smoothing
procedure with the window half-width of 0.1 in the logarithmic (LOG10) scale.
After smoothing the values were picked at the frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and
16 Hz.

The software employed in data processing (steps 2–7) was designed by the
authors; its description was published earlier (GUSEVA et al., 1989). The program
for interactive digitization of scanned records was kindly provided by D. V.
Droznin. Figure 2 shows an example of the original record and its Fourier
spectrum.

The described procedure was applied to 81 horizontal strong-motion compo-
nents, recorded from 36 earthquakes with MW=4.5–7.8, at hypocentral distances

Figure 2
Example of Fourier spectrum calculation. The March 02, 1992 event recorded at station GPN,
component EW, accelerometer SSRZ-M. The bar in the bottom shows the frequency band with reliable

FSA estimates.
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Figure 3
Distribution of processed records over magnitude and distance. Dashed lines denote the approximate

boundary of the epicentral zone.

R=30–250 km and depths 0–80 km. On Figure 3 one can see the distribution of
processed records over magnitude and distance. Epicentral locations are given in
Figure 1. Distribution of epicenters does not reflect real seismicity; rather it shows
the quality of maintenance of triggered instruments. Their work at remote, low
populated regions was sometimes unreliable.

The earthquake origin times, coordinates and magnitudes are compiled in Table
2. For major earthquakes MW estimates are mainly based on the compilation by
ZOBIN et al. (1988). For smaller ones the MW values used are (in the order of
preference): based on Harvard CMT solution, estimated from MLH or other
surface-wave magnitude, or, if no long- or medium-period data were available,
estimated from the regional ‘energy class’ short-period magnitude KF68. To make
conversions needed in the latter two cases, the empirical nonlinear intermagnitude
relationships of GUSEV (1991) (specific for the region under study) were used.
Coordinates and (when needed) magnitudes were taken from the regional earth-
quake catalog.

In Table 3 we give the values of acceleration spectra for the set of frequencies:
fK=0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 16 Hz and also parameters of the records used in this
study. Strong-motion instruments are colocated with regional seismic stations
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(BKI, KBG, KRI and PET), in such cases it was often possible to determine
hypocentral distance R from tS− tP, and this estimate was the preferred one. For
other stations R values were calculated from hypocentral coordinates. The gaps in
Table 3 data are caused by low quality components or by unreliable results at
particular frequencies. This table is the main result of the first part of the present
study.

Table 2

List of earthquakes used

H, km MagnitudesDate yy.mm.dd T0 hh.mm.ss Epicenter

MW *Lat. Long. MLH MS KF68

14.47.37.730 7.7t163.7557.7623.09.3569.11.22
7.7z08.29.55 55.8571.12.15 163.35 25 7.8 7.8 16.0

71.12.19 5.9l11.95.307.50.23 5.80162.9055.95
73.03.12 19.39.21 50.80 157.20 70 – – 14.4 6.7k

5.3h02.39.38 53.50 159.9677.11.06 60 4.6 – 13.2
5.6h16.39.36 52.1977.12.21 159.90 39 5.3 5.0 12.8
4.7l13.1–4.079.06.25 31160.2052.7418.45.52

80.02.11 15.29.47 53.30 159.90 57 – – 12.7 5.1k
80.11.23 15.45.03 52.44 159.42 20 – – 11.8 4.6k

5.4h12.85.25.626160.1752.2110.46.2780.12.04
5.3h19.31.30 54.94 165.9481.02.09 20 5.1 4.9 12.2
4.9l12.54.34.281.06.25 42159.9052.8501.47.56

82.03.08 15.16.31 52.89 160.08 38 4.2 – 12.1 5.1h
4.6k10.27.12 54.44 161.72 42 – –82.04.17 10.9
6.5h82.05.31 10.21.21 55.07 14.7165.48 56 6.5 6.4

83.04.04 19.04.23 52.95 160.02 40 5.7 5.5 13.3 5.9h
83.08.05 00.33.47 52.87 159.93 41 4.7 4.7 12.6 5.5h

6.7h14.57.07.55163.7756.2810.37.4784.12.28
85.03.06 22.31.52 55.09 162.48 46 6.0 5.4 14.3 5.9h
85.05.19 5.8h13.7–08.07.48 5.640160.6553.54
85.08.09 22.24.03 56.25 163.10 0 4.9 4.5 12.3 5.3l

4.9k23.06.60 56.24 162.9585.08.09 7 – – 11.5
4.5k16.15.14 56.33 162.76 16 – – 10.987.02.14
6.5h13.96.36.687.10.06 34160.2552.8520.11.36

89.05.24 13.31.18 56.30 163.77 39 6.4 6.1 13.5 6.3h
92.03.02 12.29.38 52.76 160.20 20 7.1 6.8 14.6 6.9h

6.3h14.06.16.231159.9552.7714.39.1192.03.05
7.5h13.03.37 51.2093.06.08 157.80 40 7.4 7.3 14.9

7.140158.8351.7901.18.0793.11.13 7.0h14.67.0

* MW values are from different sources and each source is marked by the letter: t—tsunami
magnitude of ABE (1979); z—based on M0 estimates summarized in ZOBIN et al. (1988);
l—estimated from MLH based on correlation (GUSEV, 1991); k—estimated from KF68 based
on correlation (GUSEV, 1991); h—calculated from M0 estimate of Harvard CMT.
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Table 3

Le6els of the ground Fourier spectra of acceleration

D, km R, km MW FSA(f ), cm/sDate dd.mm.yy Station code Instr. type Comp.

f=0.5 1 2 3 5 10 16

150 186 7.1 8.3 17.3 14.4 12.5SMR-3 – – –NSPET28.10.601.
EW 11.4 12.0 17.3 27.5 – – –

ISO NS 260 261 7.7 3.63 1.73 1.44 1.0 1.0 1.38 –22.11.69 BKI2.
5.24 2.08 1.44 1.31EW 1.73 1.51 –

NS3. 80 84 7.7 31.6 26.3 19.9 12.3 8.7 2.88 –15.12.71 KBG UAR
EW 19.0 30.1 18.1 13.8 7.9 2.88 –

32 32 5.9 6.0 3.63 2.29 2.18NS 2.18 0.57 0.25UARKBG19.12.714.
– 4.57 2.51 1.99 2.19 0.46 –EW

130 139 6.7 0.22 0.57 1.73 0.72NS 0.355. 0.2 –ISOPET12.03.73
EW 0.22 0.63 1.65 0.55 0.41 0.19 –

107 123 5.3 0.087 0.18 0.48 0.42 0.336. – –06.11.77 PET ISO NS
0.087 0.18 0.72 0.5EW 0.4 – –

NS7. 70 113 5.6 0.12 0.1 0.36 0.55 0.46 0.32 0.2121.12.77 PET ISO
EW 0.17 0.38 0.36 0.91 0.87 0.38 0.22

80 128 4.7 0.03 0.1 0.35 0.4NS 0.4PET 0.16 0.1ISO8. 25.06.79
EW 0.07 0.15 0.48 0.57 0.4 0.16 0.1
NS9. 87 104 5.6 0.14 0.21 0.59 0.4 0.63 0.38 0.211.02.80 PET ISO

0.12 0.4 0.55 0.79EW 0.6 0.27 0.15
ISO NS 140 167 5.4 0.55 0.5 0.83 0.72 0.23 0.14 –04.12.80 PET10.

0.69 0.48 0.5 0.2EW 0.14 0.13 –
NS11. 30 36 5.3 – 2.29 3.16 3.63 3.63 5.75 1.009.02.81 BKI SSRZ

85 114 4.9 0.06 0.07 0.26 0.32 0.2612. 0.13 –25.06.81 PET ISO NS
0.14 0.16 0.63 0.46EW 0.26 0.17 –

NS13. 110 112 5.1 0.04 0.23 0.5 0.66 0.51 0.15 –08.03.82 PET ISO
EW 0.08 0.23 0.57 0.66 0.51 0.15 –

43 60 4.6 0.22 0.2 0.6 0.95EW 1.5KRI 2.5 3.7ISO14. 17.04.82
NS15. 38 68 6.5 10.0 5.24 7.24 4.57 7.24 6.91 2.8831.05.82 BKI SSRZ
NS16. 90 104 5.9 0.48 0.66 1.1 1.0 0.93 0.52 –04.04.83 PET ISO

0.6 0.91 1.1 1.0EW 0.87 0.35 –
EW17. 200 204 – 0.16 0.55 0.95 1.9 3.5 3.0 2.3– KRI ISO

29 50 5.5 0.3 0.46 1.1 1.2EW 1.018. 0.69 –ISOSPN05.08.83
EW19. 66 66 6.7 73.5 68.6 64.1 24.4 24.0 4.66 3.4828.12.84 KBG SSRZ
NS20. 104 114 5.9 0.83 1.2 1.0 1.73 2.5 3.8 1.806.03.85 KRI ISO

0.83 1.0 1.9 2.6EW 5.25 5.0 2.75
55 68 5.8 1.0 2.0 3.16 5.24 2.18 1.1521. 1.019.05.85 SPN ISO EW

117 124 – 0.23 1.05 0.63 1.07NS 4.8KRI 3.16 4.8ISO22. –
EW 1.0 0.5 0.76 1.07 4.8 3.8 3.63
NS23. 24 24 5.3 2.47 10.3 9.18 9.54 14.2 29.8 4.3809.08.85 KBG SSRZ-M

5.19 12.2 7.43 13.0 14.5EW 34.7 5.63
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1524. 17 4.9 3.31 2.76 6.09 6.38 7.97 30.0 4.3909.08.85 KBG SSRZ-M NS
3.35 3.75 2.62 6.4 7.83 29.2 4.16EW

9 18 4.5 2.22 2.29 4.96 3.34NS 3.7325. 36.3 8.40SSRZ-MKBG14.02.87
EW 2.5 4.75 4.19 4.89 4.08 39.4 9.93

3426. 48 6.5 1.4 4.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 2.0 0.506.10.87 SPN SSRZ NS
2.8 3.1 10.0 6.9EW 3.71 2.0 0.63

NS27. 88 97 6.9 13.3 10.5 7.77 5.82 5.22 2.36 0.9192.02.88 BKI ASZ-2
EW 15.6 8.34 7.25 3.10 2.99 4.46 1.82

66 77 6.3 12.1 6.41 7.91 5.69NS 8.64 5.54 3.19SSRZ-MKBG24.05.8928.
5.3 5.33 9.67 5.41 8.48 5.47 2.44EW

129 131 6.9 3.37 2.56 5.70 9.69NS 9.3229. 5.19 3.21ASZ-2BER02.03.92
EW 1.98 3.04 5.63 10.7 7.60 4.61 2.79

150 151 – 5.10 11.2 17.0 7.40 5.1830. 2.68 0.49– GPN SSRZ-M NS
7.38 14.6 17.0 9.87EW 4.95 2.73 0.60

NS31. 166 167 – 4.50 1.55 4.84 3.72 2.04 0.67 0.25– KDT SSRZ-M
EW 1.15 4.54 4.27 4.44 2.26 0.61 0.22

101 103 – 12.1 6.08 3.21 6.39NS 9.59MPT 9.12 2.55SSRZ-M32. –
EW 4.68 9.04 6.05 5.80 9.12 5.18 3.27
NS33. 108 110 – 16.0 37.3 26.7 14.2 9.72 2.31 0.73– MSN SSRZ-M

31.8 55.9 31.0 21.2EW 10.2 1.64 0.56
105 107 – 5.61 4.04 7.79 5.47 3.00 1.76 0.4234. – PET SSRZ-M NS

4.73 5.86 9.28 4.42EW 4.08 1.62 0.38
NS35. 212 213 – 1.05 3.29 3.29 6.32 9.54 4.24 1.06– KRI ASZ-2

0.87 2.89 4.29 8.64 11.3 4.01 1.07EW
217 219 6.3 0.95 1.41 2.80 4.32NS 5.9236. 1.38 0.36ASZ-2KRI05.03.92

EW 0.77 1.32 1.61 3.70 5.34 1.73 0.41
NS37. 85 90 – 3.06 5.37 6.85 7.21 18.1 3.11 1.73– MPT SSRZ-M

2.84 5.05 5.51 10.4EW 11.1 4.22 2.31
NS38. 92 97 – 13.9 38.0 24.6 10.2 10.4 2.47 1.03– MSN SSRZ-M
EW 11.0 71.1 27.6 15.5 9.12 1.86 0.72

114 118 – 0.75 1.11 1.69 3.70NS 5.81 3.99 1.83ASZ-2BER–39.
1.01 1.74 2.22 2.81 3.27 2.85 1.40EW

208 211 7.5 0.90 3.80 19.8 5.35NS 3.2740. 0.93 0.31SSRZ-MPET08.06.93
EW 2.49 2.52 5.25 5.58 2.98 0.84 0.35

208 211 – 4.69 11.0 27.4 15.0 10.641. 2.28 0.36– NKS SSRZ-M NS
1.92 7.42 21.8 13.9EW 7.33 1.44 0.32

NS42. 211 214 – 0.81 4.24 7.02 2.28 1.31 0.25 0.078– MSN SSRZ-M
0.68 4.34 5.35 2.56 1.05 0.14 0.065EW

137 142 7.0 14.9 8.48 13.2 7.10NS 3.34PET 1.46 0.33SSRZ-M43. 13.11.93
EW 12.4 5.21 6.46 2.84 3.11 1.15 0.31

13744. 142 – 16.1 18.1 23.5 14.0 9.18 2.67 0.42– NKS SSRZ-M NS
12.9 14.7 29.1 11.2 7.94EW 1.58 0.38
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Data Analysis: General Approach and Distance Reduction

In regions with sufficiently abundant strong-motion records, such as western
U.S.A. or Japan, average relationships between parameters of strong motion,
magnitude, distance and other relevant parameters are usually determined on a
purely empirical basis. In our case, however, data are too scarce for a reliable
analysis of this kind. Instead, we will use a semi-empirical method: at first we
reduce the data to the standard distance R0, employing a theoretical relationship,
and then relate these reduced Fourier spectrum levels at particular frequencies fK to
magnitude by means of multiple regression procedure. It should be noted that there
are no reliable, theoretical models for spectrum versus magnitude dependence at
high frequencies, whereas the distance dependence is known from small earthquake
data with some confidence. Therefore we represent an observed value of Fourier
spectrum of acceleration FSA at a particular frequency by means of the following
model:

log FSAi= log FSAE(MWi
, R0)−Att(MWi

, R0)+Att(MWi
, Ri)+oi (1)

where FSAE is the target empirical spectral model for the specific distance R0, Att
is the theoretical distance decay function, defined in detail in the next section, and
oi is a deviation of an individual value from the average trend.

The theoretical Att is defined as the sum of three terms that specify, correspond-
ingly, the effects of the following three factors: geometrical spreading, attenuation
and source finiteness:

Att(MW, R)= log(1/R)+ log e−pfR/Q( f)cs+ log
��R2

Rs
2 ln

� R2+Rs
2

R2+R coh
2

��1/2�
. (2)

The first two terms define point source amplitude factor. Attenuation effect is
specified by the Q-factor: Q(f )=250f 0.8 if f\1 Hz, and Q(f )=250 if f51 Hz
(estimated previously from local small earthquakes data (ABYBAKIROV and GUSEV,
1990)). The third term is the source finiteness factor. It is calculated for a
disc-shaped, noncoherent radiator (GUSEV, 1983), with magnitude-dependent effec-
tive source radius RS. Rcoh is the coherence radius of an assumedly incoherent
(random) high-frequency earthquake source. It also can be viewed as the size of a
smallest subsource. Following GUSEV (1983) we accept here Rcoh=1 km.

Based on preliminary estimates which used both strong motion and small
earthquake data, we considered the 1/R geometric spreading as an acceptable first
approximation between 30 and 250 km for S-waves in the Kamchatka region (no
Lg group is observed here at R\100 km). Later we will justify this assumption by
means of analysis of residuals of our model vs. distance. The source finiteness factor
describes the near-source saturation: the level of Fourier spectrum near an extended
source of a large earthquake will be below the level expected for an equivalent point
source. Use of the formula after GUSEV (1983) to allow for this effect seems
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justified for the present study. Its applicability for a strong-motion FSA data
analysis has been verified by TRIFUNAC and LEE (1990) in a special study.

The theoretical Att(MW, R) model described above is further used in two ways:
first, for data analysis, to reduce data to the distance R0; and second, in construct-
ing the average resulting relationship, where we need to extrapolate estimated
average reduced spectra from R0 to other distances, thus obtaining the entire
FSA(MW, R �f ) trend surface. In the first mode the source finiteness correction
factor has in fact minor effect, as there are only two records in the near zone (see
Fig. 3). In the second mode this factor is rather significant as it provides realistic
extrapolation of spectral levels defined at R0=100 km into near-source zones of
large earthquakes.

Of course, for subduction-zone earthquakes, when most source zones are
situated under the sea bottom, it is extremely difficult to directly verify such an
extrapolation. We nevertheless consider our approach reasonable because, at odds
with many empirical models of near-source saturation, it is theoretically founded; it
also successively predicts near-source saturation for an earthquake on land (TRIFU-

NAC and LEE, 1990).
The value of effective source radius RS was calculated from its length LS

according to the simple estimate (GUSEV, 1983): Rs:0.4Ls, valid for the value of
source area aspect ratio of 2–3, acceptable for Kamchatka earthquakes. To
calculate Ls we used semi-empirical dependence Ls vs. MW, assuming an exact
geometric similarity of sources: Ls� (Ss)0.5 and Ss�MW, where Ss is the area of
rectangular rupture; hence the source length can be calculated with the formula:

log Ls=0.5MW−CL. (3)

The constant CL=1.85 was determined in compilation (GUSEV and MELNIKOVA,
1990) as a good approximation for subduction zone earthquakes of the Pacific. This
value is quite consistent with a few Kamchatkan data and was accepted below.

The described reduction technique is in fact the particular version of the
multiple-use procedure of GUSEV and PETUKHIN (1996). Recently the latter was
applied to peak acceleration data (GUSEV et al., 1997a) and yielded attenuation
relations that compare quite well with empirical trends of FUKUSHIMA and
TANAKA (1990) based on a considerably larger volume of data.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Reduced Data

As explained above, the first step in determination of the average
FSA(MW, R �f ) relationship was the reduction of individual FSA(MWi

, Ri �fK) data
to the standard distance R0. The particular value of R0=100 km was accepted, as
it is near the middle of the range of distances in Table 3 (in logarithmic scale). The
reduced values, denoted FSA0(MW �fK)FSA(MW, R0�fK), can be expressed by the
formula deduced from (1):
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log FSA0(MWi
� fK)

= log FSA(MWi
, Ri � fK)−Att(MWi

, Ri � fK)+Att(MWi
, R0� fK). (4)

At the second stage of data interpretation we determined empirical trends
FSAE(MW �fK) of the reduced data FSA0 by means of multiple regression analysis.
The parameters included within this regression were: MW and ground type or
individual station. Such an approach does not appear systematic; it seems more
logical to seek station corrections for each station (relative to some reference site).
However, in our data set most earthquakes are recorded by only a single instru-
ment, and even worse, many stations maintain only a few records. For these
stations, estimates of station correction terms will inevitably be highly unreliable,
biased by peculiarities of spectra of individual earthquakes. To avoid this, we seek
site corrections only for the three stations that have abundant records; incidentally,
they are also characterized by clear site anomalies. This decision is based on our
previous analysis of peak accelerations (GUSEV et al., 1997a) and on a preliminary
analysis of Fourier spectra (GUSEV et al., 1997b). These two studies have revealed
prominent individual station anomalies for the three stations, whereas two of these
stations supplied most of the volume of medium-ground data. For these reasons we
divided the data set into the following four groups: (1) stations with rock ground
(taken as the reference, with station correction fixed as zero); (2) station Krutobere-
govo (KBG, medium ground); (3) station Petropavlovsk (PET, very hard rock) and
(4) station Kronoki (KRI, medium ground).

In a limited number of cases (earthquakes of 19.05.1985, 02.03.1992, 05.03.1992,
08.06.1993 and 13.11.1993) we have more than one record from each earthquake
(see Table 3). To eliminate possible bias related to increased weights of individual
earthquakes when recorded at several stations, data for each of these events were
averaged beforehand. Note that very limited information on the distance attenua-
tion that can be extracted from these scarce single-event, multiple-distance data do
not contradict the assumed attenuation law.

Subsequently we determined empirical trends of the logarithm of Fourier
spectrum versus magnitude for rock ground: log FSA rock

E (MW �f= fK), and also the
spectral corrections for three other groups with respect to the rock ground.

The FSAE vs. MW relationship was expected to be nonlinear. Initially we
considered the possibility of representing the magnitude trend by quadratic
parabola. However, the parabolic representation sometimes behaves unstable near
the boundaries of the data range, especially in our case of a limited amount of data
(e.g., it may show a physically meaningless maximum around MW=8). Hence it
was judged to be inferior as compared to another (also three-parameter) model,
consisting of two linked linear segments. The corner point linking the two segments
was chosen at MW=6.5. This value is near the middle of the range of observed
event magnitudes. The final empirical model applied for fitting of the reduced data
is:
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Table 4

Results of the multiple regression analysis by formula (5)

b1fK, Hz soKc3c2c1c0b2

0.5 0.9390.12 0.4490.15 0.5390.32 0.9790.16 −0.1790.14 0.4490.16 0.38
0.5490.12 0.6690.27 0.7890.12 −0.1690.10 0.6290.12 0.301 0.8690.09

0.320.5190.130.0290.110.4690.130.7790.300.6090.130.7890.102
0.6890.29 0.2690.12 −0.1390.10 0.6590.123 0.6190.09 0.300.5590.12
0.5890.23 0.1090.11 −0.1890.09 0.8690.115 0.5790.08 0.270.5490.11

10 0.4090.08 0.5390.11 0.2890.12 −0.4190.11 −0.3490.10 0.270.7090.11
16 0.300.6690.13−0.2790.13−0.4590.14−0.1990.210.3990.160.1590.01

log FSA0(MW � fK)=c0( fK)+ %
3

i=1

ci( fK) ·di+oK( fK)

+
!b1( fK)(MW−6.5)

b2( fK)(MW−6.5)
at
at

MWB6.5
MW\6.5

(5)

where MW is moment magnitude, c0 is the constant term, fK is the K-th frequency,
oK is the random error, assumed to have zero mean and variance soK

2 . The di symbol
denotes a ‘‘dummy’’ variable: d1=1 if an individual datum belongs to KBG
station, otherwise d1=0; d2 in a similar manner is associated with PET station; and
d3 is associated with KRI. If the datum belongs to another rock ground station
then all di=0 (no non-rock stations were used except for KRI and KBG).
Therefore ci, i=1, 2, 3 are the correction factors for KBG, PET and KRI with
respect to the rock ground stations. The parameters c0, ci, b1, b2 are unknowns, to
be sought for in the regression.

It should be mentioned that the use of the described model yields a dramatic
reduction of residual error as compared to our preliminary study (GUSEV et al.,
1997b), in which we used the simple linear law and no dummy variables. For a
representative case of 2 Hz frequency, so was reduced from 0.45 to 0.30.

The A6erage Relationship Between Fourier Spectrum, Magnitude and Distance for
Kamchatka

The results of the first processing step, i.e., of the data reduction to the standard
distance of 100 km, are shown for each frequency in Figure 4. On these plots we
also show the results of fitting of the model (5). The parameters of this model for
each fK are presented in Table 4.

The residuals of data fitting by the described model were further used to check
the applicability of the assumed distance attenuation model (Fig. 5). Parameters of
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Figure 4
FSA(fK) values reduced to the constant R0=100 km. Segmented lines are estimated trends of the model

(5). For the coefficients see Table 4. Symbols denote the four data groups.
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linear and quadratic regressions of the residuals vs. distance are given in Table 5.
From Figure 5 one can discern no general trends in residuals. Also, all the estimates
of the slope for the residual vs. distance trend (given in Table 5) are insignificant.
Nevertheless, the systematically negative (though individually insignificant) values
of this slope suggest that some slight deviations from the accepted model are
present. From these slope values we could estimate the refined value of Q0, equal to
295. Even more important is the insignificance of quadratic terms in Table 5; it
shows the applicability of 1/Rn geometric spreading model (with n:1) for the
whole range R=30–250 km on Kamchatka. The only formal exclusion is the case
of fK=10 Hz. We treat this fact as a random fluctuation, that is, as a meaningless
peculiarity of our data set.

Based on the estimated model, we calculated expected average Fourier spectra
for rock ground and stations KBG, PET and KRI at R0=100 km and MW=8,
shown in Figure 6. Average expected Fourier spectra for rock at R0=100 km and
MW=5, 6, 7 and 8 are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5
Residuals of data vs. distance for set of frequencies. Straight lines show least-squares fits. Sides of the

sharp angle show expected slopes of average residual in case of real attenuation are 1/R or 1/R0.5.
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Table 5

Parameters of regressions of residuals D 6s. R

Quadratic regression D log FSA=a+f, Hz Linear regressionLinear regression
b log R+c · (log R)2D log FSA=aD log FSA=a

+b · R +b · log R

c scb · 103 sb · 103 b sb b sb

0.5 0.03 0.75 0.019 0.17 1.6 3.3 0.44−0.43
0.41 0.21 0.7 −0.10.088 0.15 0.45 2.4

0.112 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.13 −0.30 0.351.0
0.33 0.48 0.54 0.1 0.11 −0.72 1.2 0.22

5 0.43 0.30.55 0.190.099 0.11 −0.6 1.1
0.410 0.33 0.76 −0.032 0.16 −3.8 3.0 1.0

16 0.1 0.8 0.0020.06 0.460.16 0.05 10.5

Thus we have determined the empirical spectral model FSA rock
E (MW �f ) for rock

ground conditions. To determine the average regional relationship between Fourier
spectra at particular frequencies, moment magnitude and distance, we should pass
to another arbitrary distance R. To make this we use the theoretical model
Att(MW, R) again:

log FSA(MW, R � f)= log FSAE(MW � f)−Att(MW, R0� f)+Att(MW, R � f). (6)

Figure 6
Estimated average Fourier spectra at MW=8 and R=100 km for four data groups. Error bars denote

standard deviations of data.
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Figure 7
Estimated average Fourier spectra at R=100 km, on rock, for MW=5, 6, 7 and 8. Error bars—rms-

prediction errors of the fitted regression model.

The result (for rock) is shown in Table 6 for a set of magnitudes, distances and
frequencies.

In Figure 8 one can compare our results to those of other studies: average
spectrum for Japan (KAMIYAMA and MATSUKAWA, 1990), the spectrum recom-
mended earlier for Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky (GUSEV, 1990), and a recent spec-
trum estimate for California, based on most abundant data from ATKINSON and
SILVA (1997).

From the analysis of Table 4 and figures one can perceive the following:
1. With the use of multiple regression procedure with data divided into four

groups one obtains the RMS scatter of FSA residuals of about 0.30 in log (base 10)
units, which is typical for earlier similar studies, therefore the accepted regression
scheme seems justified.

2. The coefficients b1(f ) and b2(f ) decrease with frequency. This is seen both in
the 0.5–2 Hz range where this is expected from the BRUNE (1970) spectral model
and also at higher frequencies where it is consistent with the GUSEV (1989) spectral
model and inconsistent with the BRUNE (1970) model. The value of b(f ) in the
range 2–5 Hz is slightly above the value b=0.5 expected from the Brune model
(the difference is not significant). The decrease of b(f ) above 3 Hz may indicate the
existence of a magnitude dependent, source-related fmax as discussed in GUSEV
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(1983). The inequality b2\b1 that is seen for the frequency range 5–16 Hz is
unexpected. Its significance is low and we cannot consider it at present as the
established one. It can be meaningful however because similar features are present
in the empirical spectral model of TRIFUNAC (1989) and even more clear in the
regression model of KAMIYAMA and MATSUKAWA (1990).

3. The absolute level of the estimated average spectrum for the rock ground is
comparable with the level estimated earlier for Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky for the
same R=80 km, MW=7.15 case (GUSEV, 1990) over most of the frequency range
under discussion. The spectra for Japan and for Kamchatka are comparable in the
range 0.5–2 Hz. In the range 5–16 Hz the spectral level for Japan is approximately
twice that for Kamchatka. Above 1 Hz both these spectra are greater than the
average California spectrum.

4. The correction factor c1(f ) for KBG station at low frequencies (see Fig. 5) is
unusually large. The average amplitude of KBG spectrum at f=0.5–1 Hz is five
times above that for rock ground whereas they are practically equal at f\3 Hz.
This result cannot be related to instability of the multiple regression procedure; it
is evident in the initial data (see Fig. 4). No significant anomaly has been found for
KBG in terms of peak acceleration amplitude: in GUSEV et al. (1997a) we found
that Amax data for KBG do not differ from other medium-ground (or rock ground)

Table 6

Values of a6erage Fourier spectra for Kamchatka (cm/s) for a set of magnitudes and
distances (rock ground)

MW f, HzR, km

0.5 1 2 3 5 10 16

5 0.68 1.39 2.6525 4.11 3.95 6.97 3.88
3.718.7412.2513.8412.948.554.806

7 23.52 40.09 55.07 44.07 35.59 16.38 5.40
8 61.19 118.50 171.27 110.77 80.45 38.11 8.61

1.453.021.751.831.200.640.30550
1.603.835.476 6.255.883.952.32

19.74 26.85 21.32 16.98 7.67 2.4912.167
8 39.44 73.01 104.4 66.96 48.14 22.35 4.97

100 5 0.14 0.27 0.49 0.530.73 0.68 1.14
6 1.65 2.40 2.50 2.14 1.45 0.591.06

0.932.966.778.7211.188.435.677
35.35 49.07 31.02 21.7520.94 9.768 2.10

5 0.06 0.09 0.16 0.23200 0.21 0.32 0.14
6 0.44 0.58 0.79 0.80 0.65 0.41 0.16
7 2.39 2.97 3.72 2.80 2.08 0.84 0.25

0.592.916.9710.4417.1313.019.218
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Figure 8
Average Fourier spectrum at R=80 km and MW=7.15 (Mjma=7), rock ground, for Kamchatka (this
work) compared to similar spectra calculation from regression formulas for Japan (KAMIYAMA and
MATSUKAWA, 1990) and California (ATKINSON and SILVA, 1997). Also given is the expected Kam-

chatka spectrum from GUSEV (1990), adjusted to MW=7.15.

stations. This fact agrees with the absence of any anomaly at higher (f\3)
frequencies. However, the same ‘‘normal’’ behavior is also seen for KBG in
macroseismic data of several earthquakes which occurred around it. The revealed
inconsistency needs further study; it may be resolved only if additional data from
other stations and events will be used. At present one can only surmise. One
possible cause may be that the estimation of spectral correction for KBG station is
strongly biased by spectral differences between «northern» events, located near this
station, and «southern» events. Another possible cause is the enhanced excitation of
0.5–1 Hz surface waves in the sedimentary basin around Kamchatka river delta.
Among processed records we have a few supporting each of these two ideas. The
individual spectral anomalies of KRI and PET stations are consistent with earlier
results from small earthquake amplitude data (FEDOTOV, 1972; ZOBIN et al., 1993)
and Amax data (GUSEV et al., 1997a).

5. On the whole, regression curves describe data quite well and observed
anomalies are genuine. At the present stage the data description can be considered
as completed, but the results seem not to be sufficiently definitive to recommend
them for engineering applications.
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The First Version of the Regional Source Spectrum for Kamchatka

The use of the average source spectrum is an alternative to the use of the
average FSA when one must perform the stochastic modeling of engineering
parameters of strong motions. In addition, a wide-band description of the source
spectrum can shed light on the physics of an earthquake source. In this section we
endeavor to construct a model of average source spectrum for Kamchatka. To
accomplish this we use the inverse procedure: the source spectrum was calculated
from the assumedly known Fourier spectrum at R=100 km.

By definition, the source spectrum is the spectrum of seismic moment rate M: 0(t)
for equivalent point source (‘‘equivalent’’ means ‘‘producing similar far-field dis-
placement amplitudes’’). On this basis we used the following procedure for calcula-
tion of the high frequency part of the source spectrum. The estimated Fourier
spectrum of acceleration for rock ground was reduced to R=1000 km (far-field
zone) by means of the formula similar to (4):

log FSA(MW, R=1000 � fK)= log FSA rock
E (MW, R=100 � fK)

−Att(MW, R=100 � fK)

+Att(MWi
, R=1000 � fK), (7)

where FSA rock
E (MW, R=100)—calculated above empirical Fourier spectrum for

Kamchatka on rock; Att—the theoretical model of attenuation function. Subse-
quently the high frequency part of source spectrum may be calculated by means of
the following formula:

M: 0( f )=
4prcS

3

(2pf )2 ·
1000

exp
�

−
pf ·1000
Q( f )cS

� ·FSA(MW, R=1000� f), (8)

where 1/(2pf )2—the coefficient to convert acceleration spectrum to displacement
spectrum, r=2.7 g/cm3—density; cS=3.5 km/s—S-wave velocity; Q(f )=
250f 0.8—Q-factor.

The low-frequency part of source spectrum, at fB0.5 Hz, was calculated by
means of the Brune’s model as modified by BOORE (1983) (cS=3.5 km/s and
Ds=40 bar were accepted). On Figure 9 we plotted f 2M: 0(f ), or ‘‘acceleration
source spectrum’’ (GUSEV, 1983). As seen on Figure 9, both parts match quite well
without additional adjustment.

In their high-frequency part, empirical acceleration source spectra clearly show
the ‘‘fmax’’ phenomenon (HANKS, 1982), or high-frequency cutoff. To determine the
cutoff frequency value we have used the common ‘‘−3 dB’’ definition: fmax equals
the frequency where f 2M: 0 equals 0.7·(f 2M: 0)max. The results for each of the
magnitudes MW=5, 6, 7 and 8, shown in Figure 9, clearly, illustrate the decrease
of fmax with increased MW, from 12 Hz at MW=5 to 3 Hz at MW=8. This
observation suggests the source-related origin of fmax phenomenon that may be
associated with a probable variation of some characteristic frequency of the source
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with magnitude (GUSEV, 1983; PAPAGEORGIOU and AKI, 1983). The near-station
attenuation effects (ANDERSON and HOUGH, 1984) contribute to spectral cutoff
formation as well, and the observed cutoff must be ascribed to the joint effect of
both mentioned mechanisms.

Another possible explanation for fmax vs. MW dependence is that it is caused by
nonlinear effects in near-station attenuation (the larger magnitude, the larger
amplitude, the lower effective Q, the lower fmax) (see e.g., ATKINSON and SILVA,
1997; DURWARD et al., 1996). We consider this explanation as less probable for the
following reason. As is well known, the typical acceleration level for nonlinear
attenuation to manifest itself is of the order Amax=0.3–0.4 g for medium ground
and 0.1–0.2 g for soft ground (BERESNEV and WEN, 1996); for rock ground, no
observations of nonlinear spectral modification at high amplitude levels are known
to us. Our data derive from rock and medium ground only, and maximum
acceleration in our data set for medium ground is only 0.22 g (GUSEV et al., 1997a).
Thus the expected nonlinear effects are minor, and hardly can explain the observed
shift of fmax by four times.

Note also that possible errors of estimated source spectral shapes related to
imperfect accounting for source finiteness effects are frequency-independent and
thus cannot contribute to fmax vs. M dependence. Another possible cause of error
in spectral shapes is the error in accepted point source attenuation at short
distances. This bias may be real (though limited); however it again cannot account
for fmax(MW) dependence.

Figure 9
Estimated acceleration source spectrum scaling law for Kamchatka earthquakes. Thick line: short-period
part derived from the empirical Fourier spectrum; thin line: Brune’s spectrum with Ds=40 bar; dashed

line: Brune’s spectrum continued to frequencies above 0.5 Hz.
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Conclusions

1. The first version of the average relationship FSA(MW, R) for horizontal
ground motion of shallow earthquakes recorded on rock ground was determined
for Kamchatka.

2. The general character of the determined relationship FSA(MW) does not
contradict the known theoretical models and empirical relationships. At MW=7–
7.5, the absolute FSA level around 1 Hz is comparable for Kamchatka, Japan and
California, and for 1–3 Hz is comparable for Kamchatka and Japan (both above
the Californian level). Above 3–4 Hz, Kamchatka spectral level is somewhat below
that for Japan. The distance attenuation model postulated in data analysis agrees
well with actual data.

3. The spectral correction factors for KBG, PET and KRI stations have been
determined. The previously found anomalies of Amax for PET and KRI stations
agree well with the anomalies of Fourier spectra. With the site/station correction
factors included, the residual error of the regression model is about 0.3 log 10 units,
comparable to the values obtained in previous similar studies.

4. The results of the present analysis provide a compact description of the
observed strong motion data set. To predict convincingly future ground-shaking for
engineering purposes, additional analysis is needed. The data volume did not allow
us to separate reliably the ground-type effect, individual site effect for an individual
station, and the effect of a subregion.

5. The first version of the average earthquake source spectrum model for
Kamchatka is proposed. These spectra manifest clear magnitude-dependent fmax

features that may reflect the source-related contribution to the fmax phenomenon.
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